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The fact that everyday life is so full of humor makes it all the more important that we bring humor into our classrooms lest students conclude that school is even less relevant to ordinary life than they thought. Our job at school is not to repeat the same kind of humor that students get on the Comedy Channel, but to help students mature in their taste and appreciation. We need to educate students to catch onto a multitude of allusions and to have the patience required for reading and appreciating subtle kinds of humor. On the few occasions when we have taught a class specifically labeled "Humor," some students have been disappointed because they expected us to perform a series of fifty-minute comedy routines. Even if we had been able to meet their expectations, we wouldn't have been teaching them very much. Our goal is not to entertain students, but to help them understand why they laugh at David Letterman's "Top Ten" lists and at the Budweiser frogs and lizards, and then help them develop appreciation for increasingly subtle forms of humor. Jacque Hughes, who teaches at Central Oklahoma University in Edmond, has a good example of how drawing relationships between raucous humor and more subtle humor can help students move to new levels of appreciation. She was having a hard time getting her eighteen-year-old freshmen to understand the dark humor in Flannery O'Connor's "A Good Man Is Hard to Find," then she happened to see National Lampoon's Vacation starring Chevy Chase. It was wonderfully funny, and since most of her students had seen the movie, class members were able to compare the personalities and the incidents. When they realized that the sim-ilarities were too extensive-and too funny-to be coincidental, they gained a new appreciation for O'Connor's skill in doing only with words what movie producers do with both words and film at the cost of millions of dollars.
It takes skill and practice, along with a broad, cultural background of knowledge, to understand a full range of humor. In the New York Magazine (17 July 1995) readers sent in some thoughtful letters as a follow-up to an article on today's depressing state of stand-up comedy. Allen Brookins-Brown answered his own question, "Why were the Bennys, the Aces, the Allens (Steve and Fred, both), Berles, Benchleys, Parkers, Woollcotts intuitively brilliant and where are their kind now?" with the observation that these earlier comedians "were the products of a literate society, widely read or with extensive cultural experience, which gave them backgrounds upon which to draw. Their cultural achievement was not arrested at the pottytraining level. They knew how to think and were well edited, either by erudite editors or by perceptive audiences." Brookins-Brown thinks the only contemporary performers who come close to this sophistication are National Public Radio's Michael Feldman ("a Bennet Cerf-Groucho Marx reincarnate"), Will Durst, and Garrison Keillor. Another reader wrote that the place to look for delightful wit today is not in the comedy clubs but "in written form, in comic novels and essays." Most of our students aren't going to find this kind of humor unless we help prepare them.
Straw Man: But Teaching Humor Will Take Away from the Time I Need to Teach Grammar, Composition, Literature, and Public Speaking.
We first got into humor studies because we were looking for ways to make our grammar lessons more interesting. We found that it was much more fun to analyze deviant rather than regular sentences, and the learning was just as effective because students had to understand the expectations in order to recognize the deviations. There's no better way to teach the dangers of dangling or squinting modifiers and words that are almost, but not quite, right than to read some of the sentences from Richard Lederer's Anguished English (Dell, 1989) and More Anguished English (Delacorte, 1993). Let students use some of the mistakes that Lederer has collected as models for writing their own mistaken sentences. They will have fun, while developing a sense of the differences between formal, edited English, and the casual kinds of mistakes that all of us make.
Humor is an obvious emotion, and students are genuinely interested in figuring out what causes them to laugh.
And with writing and speaking, many students feel less inhibited when they are writing down something like an urban legend or trying to recreate on paper a comedian's monologue that they just listened to. And when they participate in a joke-telling EIIGLISH journaL w festival or present the "joke of the day" on the morning announcements, they don't seem to realize that they are getting a lesson in public speaking.
We've also found that analyzing humor is a good way to entice students into other kinds of literary analysis. The words we use when talking about humor show that we recognize its potential for causing discomfort; for example, we refer to the punch lines of jokes, to biting satires, to sharp-tongued wits, to the targets of jokes, and to things striking us as funny. From a literary as well as a psychological point, a moderate level of pain is there to serve as a contrast to the smile that follows. Henry D.
Spaulding explained the concept when he wrote in the preface to his 1969 Encyclopedia of Jewish
Humor that his people "have a fondness for honeycoated barbs..,. a kiss with salt on the lips, but a kiss nevertheless." Like tickling and teasing, when jokes go too far-as when hate speech is disguised as riddlesthen the situation becomes painful instead of humorous. Achieving a balance so that the smiles are stronger than the frowns is a subtlety that we need to explore with students.
Many teachers are especially worried that if they allow humor in their classrooms, they risk offending minority students. Actually, humor is a wonderful tool for talking about cultural differences because when people are smiling they are more likely to be open to new ideas and to new ways of looking at problems. During the 1960s, Dick Gregory's jokes went a long way toward opening doors of communication between black and white people, as when he joked about the Birmingham bus driver who was so mad when two African Americans sat at the front of the bus that he drove around town backwards.
Humor is a communication tool that can be used either for building or tearing apart.
Many members of minority groups are skilled at using humor to turn old stereotypes on their heads, as when an Asian American explains that he started college as a computer science major because he had fallen for the stereotype of Asians being "high-tech coolies," but then when he recognized it was just a stereotype, he switched to social work. He did for one stereotype what a gay comedian did for another when he defined homophobia as the irrational fear that someone is going to break into your house and redecorate it without your permission.
We need to help students understand why it is more acceptable for people to tell deprecating jokes about themselves and about their own ethnic groups than to do the same thing for other groups. It is because sophisticated ethnic humor is more often about personal characteristics and behavior than about such obvious differences as skin color. People can tell jokes about a group that they belong to because, being insiders to the group, they have the right to criticize and the power to work for change. The same joke told by an outsider is more likely to contribute to stereotyping and the tightening of boundaries around the general perception of a group.
Straw Man: But I Can't Teach about Humor When I Can't Even Tell a Joke or Write a Funny Letter Home.
It's all right if students prove to be better than their teacher at creating and performing humor and at writing and talking about it; after all, teachers have the advantage in every other activity except maybe hooking up their computers. Besides, no one creates humor out of whole cloth; instead, they remember things they have already heard or seen and then adapt them to new situations. And long before the 1960s when Rob Petrie went off to work with his fellow comedy writers on the popular Dick Van Dyke Show, people realized that laughing with and bouncing ideas off of friends was a surprisingly pleasant way to stimulate creative juices.
The classroom activities described below provide stimulating opportunities for helping students fall in love with the intricacies of the English language, while at the same time building a sense of cohesiveness and fun in your class.
Writing Parodies and Pattern Jokes
A good small group activity is for three or four students to work together to write 
Researching and Writing about Humor
Teachers tired of reading grim research papers about abortion, capital punishment, drug abuse, and the worldwide decline in the environment, might encourage students to study and write about humor. Topics that have worked well with our students include:
* The humor of a special group such as a student's ethnic group or work group * The biography of a performer or writer * The stories behind a favorite television show or movie
In spite of our claim that most arguments against teaching humor are straw men, we would be less than honest if we didn't admit that humor makes people nervous. Teachers bringing humor studies into their classes for the first time should start slowly and be well prepared. And to keep parents, fellow teachers, and administrators from coming up with one or more of the straw man arguments discussed here, teachers need to make an extra effort to communicate their goals. They can take heart from the fact that, when students are happy at school, their parents are also happy. 
